
 
 

HomePoint 
HomePoint is revolutionizing how homeowners proactively maintain and service their 
homes. We are the only holistic and proactive service combining technology and highly 
skilled labor to provide a “doctor” for the home with actual health records for the home. 
More importantly, HomePoint is building an elite team of like-minded, growth oriented, 
driven people who prioritize the team and the mission.  
HomePoint pays employees a year-round salary, provides work vans/trucks and every 
employee receives stock options in the company, so everyone is part owner in the 
company. 

 
What does that mean for transitioning Rangers? 
We prefer hiring military veterans. We believe strongly that skills can be taught and 
learned, however core values are the critical foundation. We are looking for high 
integrity, detail-oriented people who are either experienced handymen, building 
maintenance technicians, or who are coachable (we have great training). Most 
importantly we are looking for individuals who take tremendous pride in themselves and 
their work. 
As a Ranger, you find our culture and team familiar. You will also have an opportunity to 
run as fast as you can learn and scale up the career ladder and pay scale. We are 
growing very fast and have a huge opportunity in front of us. 

 
What do we expect from you? 
Today, the job is in Austin. We will be looking to expand to other Texas cities in 2023 
and 2024.  
There is a 4-to-6-week training certification program to make sure you master the basics 
of home maintenance and level 1 repairs.  
We expect all employees to exemplify our core values of integrity, professionalism, 
being humble, being of service, and taking initiative. Leadership is earned and exhibited 
in all the little decisions and actions throughout every day. We expect everyone in every 
job, at every level, to be leaders and stewards of upholding our culture and standards. 

 
Contact us: 
Call or text Jon Driscoll directly, our CEO, at 512-415-0411. Or email him at 
jon@gohomepoint.com  
Learn more about the company at www.gohomepoint.com  


